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The critical analysis of General Relativity Theory (GRT)
shows that with its concept accepted, this leads, firstly,
to repudiation of the energy-womenturn and angular momentum
conservation laws for matter and gravitational field taken
together and, secondly, to repudiation of the representati-
on of gravitational field as the classical one of Faraday-
Maxwell type possessing an energy-momentum density. The
first point still remains unclear for many physicists deal-
ing with GRT whereas others are inclined to treat this re-
pudiation as a biggest asset of the theory which overthrew
such a notion as energy. However, since neither macro- nor
microcosm has a single experimental indication questioning
directly or indirectly the validity of the matter conserva-
tion laws, there are no physical grounds to repudiate them.
These points have been expounded in detail in our mono-
graph/!/, which presents the references to the original
papers.

We assumed the following physical requirements as a ba-
sis of the Relativistic Theory of Gravity (RTG)/1/, which
has completed the evolution of the ideas expounded in

/^/

Statement I

The Minkowski space (the pseudo-Euclidean geometry of
space-time) is a fundamental space for all physical fields
including gravitational one. This statement is necessary
and sufficient for both energy-momentum conservation laws
and those of angular momentum for matter and gravitational
field taken together to hold true. Putting it in other
words, the Minkowski space reflects the dynamic properties
common for all forms of matter. This provides for them the
existence of unified physical characteristics. Rosen was
the first to put forward half a century ago the idea of
using the Minkowski space for the construction of gravita-
tion theory. It was him who in addition to the Riemannian



metric Introduced the Minkowski metric. With these two met-

rics introduced, this opened up a possibility to construct

numerous scalar densities, whereof the general form of the

Lagrangian density for a free gravitational field became

very complicated. Within a few subsequent decades Rosen

using as a foundation of them this or that form of the Lag-

rangian constructed various theories. However, this approach

did not culminate in the construction of a gravitation

theory.

Statement II

Gravitational field is described by a second-rank sym-

metric tensor Ф and is the real physical field possessing

the energy-momentum tensor, the rest mass m and the spin

states 2 and 0.

The representations corresponding to the spin states 1

and 0' are excluded from the states of Ф*
4
* by making the

Ф
Н У
 obey the field condition

D y
H V
 = 0, (1)

where D
p
 is the covariant derivative taken with respect to

the Minkowski metric ^ ^ . In addition to excluding the non-

physical states, this equation introduces into the theory

the Minkowski metric Y^
11
 , which allows one to divorce iner-

tia forces from the action of gravitational field. The Min-

kowski metric enables one to introduce the notion of the

standard length and time interval in the absence of gravi-

tational field.

Statement III

The geometrization principle, whose essence lies in the

fact that the gravitational field - matter interaction is

realized, in virtue of its universal nature, by "joining"

the gravitational field *P to the Minkowski metric tensor

j-*
1
^ in the Lagrangian matter density according to the rule

L
M

< ? H V
' V *

L
M

(
«

H V
' V ' (2)



where Фд are the matter fields. Speaking about matter we

mean all the matter forms except for gravitational field.

According to the geometrization principle, the matter mo-

tion under the gravitational field Ф
и
 in the Minkowski

space with the metric f^
v
 is identical to its free motion

in the effective Riemannian space with the metric g^ .

The metric tensor £^° of the Minkowski space and the ten-
sor of the gravitational field Ф^у

 in this space are the

primary notions whereas the Riemannian space and its met-

ric are the secondary ones, whose origin is due to gravita-

tional field and its universal action on the matter fields.

Literally, the effective Riemannian space is of the field

origin, which is caused by the absence of the gravitational

field <P
MV
 . It is this statement in which Einstein's idea

on the Riemannian geometry of space-time has indirectly been

reflected. Since the metric properties are determined by

the tensor g
w
 in the presence of gravitational field or by

the tensor f** in its absence, the given theory can answer

the question on the variation of body dimensions or daily

rate under gravitational field. The General Relativity Theo-

ry (GRT) cannot answer these questions because basically

it does not contain the Minkowski metric tensor £**" and
therefore it makes no sense at all to speak about it remai-
ning within the frames of GRT. Since the effective Rieman-
nian space is produced by the gravitational field Ф ac-

ting in the Riemannian space, it can always be specified,

which is a very important point, in one coordinate system.

This means that we will deal with the Riemannian spaces

specified in one chart. In our opinion, the closed Rieman-

nian spaces are absolutely excluded because these are of

no field origin.

Statement IV

The Lagrangian density of a free gravitational field

should be constructed as a quadratic function of first-or-

der derivatives D
x
g covariant with respect to the Minkow-

ski metric Y . A local noncommuting group of over-coordi-

nate transformations of the form

where E (x) is an infinitesimal four-vector, will be taken

as the gauge group for the field Ф . It makes no



difficulty to get convinced that the operators 5$ form

the Lie algebra, with their commutator being equal to

и ^ и v и
where с, = е. D с. - e.D e. .

з 1 v * * v *
Now introduce the gauge principle whose essence is in the

fact that under transformations (3) the gravitational field

Lagrangian L
g
 varies by the divergence only:

L

g
 -» L + D Q

V
(x).

 ( 5 )

Note that though expression (3) for 5
t
g coincides for-

mally in its form with the expression for the infinitesimal

increment %* under the coordinate transformation

X •• X "** e \ X ) k ^ ^

for the field Ф
 }
 it differs noticeably from the infinite-

simal increment

arising under transformations (6), Thus, the gauge trans-

formations introduced have a totally different meaning than

the coordinate ones.

The Relativistic Theory of Gravitation is constructed

fairly uniquely on the basis of Statements I-IV providing

the order of the field equations is not higher than 2.

Go over now to the construction of the Lagrangian of a

free gravitational field. It is easy to get convinced that

under transformations (3) the only simplest scalar densities

/-g and R = v^gR, where R is a scalar density of the effec-

tive Riemannian space, vary according to the law

- 0 (eV?),
V
 (8)

v

R -• R - D (e R)

and, consequently, satisfy the gauge principle.



The scalar density R can be presented as

where the third-rank tensor G ^ is equal to

G
X
 - J e

X
*(0 0 + D 9 - D e )

or as

R . .;HV
(r
X
 r
6 _

 r
X 6 _ у*,. _ y *

 V

HV X« H« vX v рб н«

where the Christoffel symbols Г^
у
 are equal to

Note that in expression (9) each group of terms taken sepa-

rately behaves under the coordinate transformations as a

scalar density. Still, one should notice that if in the

complete expression for R the metric dependence on f is

cancelled identically, in the first and second group of

terms of expression (9) taken separately it cannot be exclu-

ded. Since in virtue of (1) another scalar density of the

form

V v <
13
>

satisfies the gauge principle, the complete Lagrangian den-

sity of the free gravitational field with the spin states

2 and 0 satisfying the gauge principle will take tne form

V *
 + D

V

Q V ) +
 ^ 2 ^

+
 M

M V
^

V +
 \ / T . (14)

Here the divergent summand with the vector density has been

added in order to excl

her than first-order d

the help of the choice

added in order to exclude from L the terras containing hig-

her than first-order derivatives, which is achieved with

a
v . ̂  . ̂  us)

As a result, we obtain the scalar density with respect to

any coordinate transformations,



(16)

the unknown constants X,, X,, X,, X
4
 will be determined in

what follows.

The direct method used to construct this Lagrangian is

described in our monograph/
1
/.

According to the least action principle, we obtain from

here the equation

6L

ф
ж X

V *
 x X

V °
where the Ricci tensor is

R * D G
X
 - D G

X
 + е

в
 6

Х
 б

в
 r

X

Since in the absence of gravitational field equation (17)

should turn into an identity, we have

X
2
 = ^2X,. (19)

Defining the energy-momentum tensor of gravitational field

in the Minkowski space as

*_
 =

 ~* л\» * 2y-j (Y V ~ x Y Y ) «,
 л
 *

S «Y Z . «tp

+ X,J' - 2X,S' - Х
Н
Г , (20)

where

we arrive, with account of (17), to another equivalent form

of the dynamic equations of a free gravitational field:



For this equation to be satisfied identically in the ab-

sence of gravitational field it is necessary to put

К " "
2
V (23)

Since the equality

D t
H V
 - 0 , (24)

И 9

always holds true for a free gravitational field, we obtain

from equation (22):

D e
M V
 - 0. (25)

p

Thus, equations (1) determining the spin field states fol-

low directly frrm the field equations (22), which, with

account of equations (25), can be written in the form

In the Galilean coordinates, this equation takes the simp-

lest form:

( 2 7 )

Here the numeric factor - \/\ - m^ should naturally be

taken to mean the graviton rest mass squared and the quan-

tity -1/A-p according to the correspondence principle,

should be taken equal to 16JT. Thus, proceeding from (19) and

(23), all the unknown constants entering the Lagrangian den-

sity (16) are determined:

( 2 8 )

Equations (27) are nonlinear because the gravitational fi-

eld itself is also a source.

The Lagrangian of a free gravitational field construc-
ted on the basis of the gauge principle takes in the gene-
ral case the following form:



(29)

Its relevant dynamic equations for a free gravitational fi
eld can be written as

1 6 n t V C30)
9

or

Equations (1) are the consequence of these equations.

It should be particularly pointed out that equations (30)

and (31) are not invariant under gauge transformations (3).

This means that the presence of the mass term in the Lag-

rangian allows one to determine uniquely the metric tensor

of the effective Riemannian space and also the energy-momen-

tum tensor of gravitational field. From the viewpoint of

the logic of the theory it is highly probable that the gra-

viton rest mass is nonzero.

The complete Lagrangian density for matter and gravita-

tional field is

L = L
g
 + |_

м
(?"\ *

Д ) /
 (32)

where ip. are the matter fields and L is determined by exp-

ression (29).
 g

With account of (32), the complete system of equations

for gravitational field takes the form

„ - — кд - э s ц^> = и - - g и,
 ( 3 3

)

D e
M V
 - О (34)

н
or, if written differently,

(35)

(36)

8



The onсгцу-momentum tonsor density for matter and total

energy-momentum tonsor for matter and pravitational field,

which onter equations (33) and (35), are determined in the

Minkowski space as follows:

-2

Using the manifest equalities

v\ у = -G
6
 Y - G

6
 V

* Mv AM 6V Av M6'

- _ (37)
D
u
9 =

 /-S(D g
H V
 + G

A
 g

M V
)

M
 M MA

S
 '

one can find from equations (33) the following relation-

ship:

MV
 2

 Av ^м
6

16*7 Г = m Y
X 6
g D^ g (38)

from which one can directly see that equations (34) are

obligatory because they ensure the fulfilment of the equa-

tions for matter motion. Putting it in other words, the

equations for matter motion are contained in equations (33)

and (34) providing matter is described by four field vari-

ables.

From the equations of the Relativistic Theory of Gravi-

tation (RTG), (33) and (34), it is directly seen that the

Minkowski metric enters both system of equations (33) and

that of (34). The choice of physically equivalent reference

frames is determined completely by the way the Minkowski

metric f^ is specified. All the field variables entering

equations (33) and (34) are functions of space-time variab-

les of the Minkowski world.

According to the geometrization principle, matter motion

under the action of gravitational field in the pseudo-Euc-

lidean space-time is equivalent to a free matter motion in

the corresponding effective Riomannian space-time. There-

fore for causality related events (the admissible world

lines of particles and light) in the effective Riemannian

space we should, on the one hand, have the condition

d
*

2 = 9

U
v,

d > < M d x V
 * °' (39)



and, on the other hand, since the gravitational field in
RTG is a physical field of the Minkowski world, it, simi-
larly to other fields, should not extract the world lines
of particles and light from the causality cone of the Min-
kowski space. This means that for causality related events,
ds 2£0, the condition

de = (dx ) - (dx ) - (dx*)* - <dxS)* £ 0 (40)

should always hold true.
Putting it in other words, only the gravitational fi-

elds, i.e. the solutions to equations (33)-(34) of gravita-
tional field are physical ones, whose field of forces can-
not accelerate in vacuum particles up to the velocity of
light. This suggests that the metric coefficients к„,i in
the Galilean coordinates should always satisfy the gene-

ral condition

where •£ (OL = 1,2,3) are the components of the unity velo-
city vector in the Euclidean space in the Cartesian coor-
dinates. As it makes no difficulty to notice, this condi-
tion leads to a suggestion that the world lines of partic-
les and light motion lying inside a time-like region of
the effective Rieraannian space, ds 2^0, should also lie in-
side the light causality cone of the Minkowski space,
d$ 2 ^ 0 . The question on the existence of the graviton rest
mass, of course, remains open. However, it should be stres-
sed that the existence of even an infinitesimal mass of
graviton leads to qualitatively new physical conclusions.
For example, it turns out that during collapse of a spheri-
cally symmetric body of an arbitrary mass the contraction
process in the region close to the Schwarzschild radius
ceases to be replaced by subsequent expansion. This sug-
gests that the existence of "black holes" is absolutely
excluded. The homogeneous and isotropic Universe is infi-
nite and "flat" and its evolution proceeds cyclewise from
the maximum final density to the minimum one then to the
maximum one and so on. RTG predicts the existence in the
Universe of a large "hidden" mass of matter.

Since introduction of the graviton rest mass into the
theory removes degeneration in the gauge group, letting
it tend to zero in the final results leads in some cases
to the conclusions completely different from those we

10



would have obtained if we had put it zero in the basic
equations (33)-(34). This points to the fact that intro-
duction into the theory of the mass term (with sub-
sequent letting it tend to zero in the final results)
is not a purely technical procedure because we ar-
rive at completely different physical conclusions. Such
an approach leads to the construction of the theory with
the violated gauge group'^
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